
project overview



Workslam is an innovative service aimed at manage, control and 
encouraging employees. The product deals with small- and medium- sized 
business issues of employees efficiency control and incentive.

About us



Problem



In order to establish full-fledged work processes, it is necessary to use more 
than 10 different applications. This is an uncomfortable and easily stopping 
system. 

Do you know the situation when the completion of one of the subscriptions 
stops the work of the entire company?

Many subscriptions for a full workflow



This problem stems from the previous one. Not all programs fully integrate 
with each other. It is difficult to choose products that will interact well with 
each other.

Complexity of integration



Do employees not feel like part of a team? 

This is a common problem that cannot be solved by modern personnel 
management systems. All products on the market do not care about the 
needs of employees.

Lack of employee motivation



Solution



You don’t have to adopt complex so!ware products or completely change 
the processes. You can start even today.

Useful for business



Interact with the team, reward, collaborate, learn, plan, make the workflow 
better.

All in one! No integrations needed!
All your work is in one place!



Everything is fair and transparent. You only need a mobile phone and a 
couple of simple actions to make it work.

Reveals the potential
of your employees

A powerful tool
for analytics

Easy and accessible:
You only need a computer

or phone

Employees like it



Overview



Easy to start
Signing Up here doesn’t take much time.
You just need to add minimum information or log in using a social media.



Customize the company
Customize the company profile and start to work. Appoint administrator 
from your employees.



Invite your employees
You may use your contact list or send an email invitation. Don’t forget to 
approve those, who have responded.



Encourage employees
Reward and punish employees with one click



Monitor the statistics
Follow the changes, analyze efficiency of your employees.
All the employee’s information is gathered in a personal card.



Track time and geo
Time tracking and attendance sheets in userfriendly interface in one place.
Control efficiency and calculate employee cost automatically.



Manage projects and tasks
Manage your projects and assign tasks to employees, control deadlines and
plan your workload.

Gantt and Kanban



Keep knowledge
A convenient knowledge base allows you to save all the necessary 
information to the company and easily find it when necessary.



Chat with your team and your clients
Chat with employees, friends, clients. Create hidden group chats and
public channels.



Stay up to date
Interesting events and cutting-edge news will not go unnoticed 
with the news feed.



Special offer
All the offers concerning goods and services available for tokens are 
gathered in a specific section. You can add special offers of your company.



Join us
Get access to innovative, powerful and user-friendly service



info@workslam.com


